Thematic issue on contribution of Artificial Intelligence to Ambient Intelligence
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Since its inception, the vision of Ambient Intelligence (AmI) holds great promise in permeating everyday life thereby changing the nature of almost every human activity [6]. In the AmI paradigm, intelligent computation will be invisibly embedded into our everyday environments through a pervasive transparent infrastructure (consisting of a multitude of sensors, actuators, processors and networks), which is capable of recognizing, responding and adapting to people and activity in a seamless and unobtrusive way. AmI promises to advance the quality and trustworthiness of a huge number of applications in all domains of human activity, including, for example, health care, education, entertainment, administration, transportation, construction, and the use of energy resources [1].

Early research efforts concentrated on the conception of innovative scenarios using the AmI vision and the development of the system architectures, software and technology required to realize them. Early architectures adopted either a bottom-up approach, leading to the development of systems consisting of networked objects having digitally augmented functionality, or a middle-out approach, focusing on the design of middleware and the development of services on top. Nevertheless, during these early years, important problems, such as heterogeneity, discovery, transparency, context representation and adaptation were encountered, but the restricted scope of the systems required solutions specific to particular settings [3,8,12,13,19]. Hence, although Artificial Intelligence techniques were adopted, they were employed to solve specific problems within a well defined context [4,5,16]; some of these early architectures have found their way in commercially available components for smart homes or communicating information devices (mobile phones, personalized medical devices, media capture and processing devices, etc.).

Nowadays, a new generation of AmI technology is gradually becoming available, as large scale complex architectures and systems are being developed to support an ever increasing number of domains of human activity. Such systems are often described as Ambient Ecologies, offering a rich set of components and interfaces, having a dynamic and adaptive structure and implying that people, as well as other goal-pursuing actors (agents, avatars, robots, etc.) are regarded as being their integral part [9]. Complexity results from the large number of active nodes, services and interactions, the vast number of data and information, the multitude of locations and the increasing number of users and tasks that have to be supported. In addition, as people become familiar with the AmI paradigm, human-centred requirements become more important; these include adaptation, consistency, trustworthiness, security, efficiency, multimodal interaction and controlled transparency. In addition, an important body of research is dedicated to the design of biologically inspired AmI systems, capable of exhibiting cognitive abilities, such as perception, decision making, learning, and adaptation.
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as autonomic operation, learning, intention recognition and emotions.

All these approaches (have to) rely heavily on AI to achieve their goals: AmI can’t be achieved without AI [14]. Knowledge representation and management and knowledge-based reasoning have become core concerns in the new AmI systems; various AI techniques are used, including semantic models, logics, knowledge bases, ontologies and inference systems. Agent-based architectures are used to support situation recognition, pro-activity, navigation and adaptation. Computational intelligence techniques are employed to provide context representation, interpretation, planning, reasoning and intention-goal formation. Symbolic approaches, such as fuzzy logic, as well as sub-symbolic approaches, such as artificial neural networks, are used to deal with uncertainty and noise. Adaptation and evolution are supported with genetic algorithms, machine and statistical learning. Heterogeneity is dealt with the application of ontology matching and merging techniques [2,7,10,11,15,17,18].

In this thematic issue, we have focused on the contribution of AI techniques in the deployment of AmI systems in different domains. Following the published call, we received 29 contributions, from which, after a strict peer-review procedure, we selected five to include in this third issue of JAISE. The papers constitute interesting case studies of applying AI techniques to the design of AmI systems, and we briefly introduce them here.

The paper by Ishii and Imai describes COSPI, a system that enables communication robots to interface with different sensor configurations. The authors propose the use of a set of recognition types as an abstraction layer between the sensors in the environment and the robot; these are maintained by the COSPI server, which mediates between the robot(s) and the environment. This approach enables a robot to realize a specific task in different settings, as well as to realize multiple tasks in the same environment, using the sensors it contains.

On a similar topic (that of situation detection), but following a different approach (based on semantically rich representation), the paper by Kadouche et al. relies on the interaction between the human body and its environment (defined by the authors as Human Environment Interaction), in order to personalize and compensate for human limitations, based on the relationship between the environment and the impairment. The authors have formalized, using an implementation-independent semantic matching framework (SMF), the relationship between the user’s physical characteristics and the technical parameters of the environment, so that detection of user’s impairments in any given environment is possible.

The paper by Springer and Turhan presents a formal approach for modeling situation awareness, which uses Description Logic as the knowledge representation formalism to reason about the type of complex situations, by integrating context information into the situation model. The authors provide an example to justify that the use of a standard ontology language and off-the-shelf reasoning tools can lead to significant reduction in the development overhead.

Kritsotakis et al. present C-NGINE, a flexible navigation guide for indoor environments that uses a combination of ontologies and rule-based proactive and reactive reasoning. The system integrates user modeling, contextual path finding and user tracking components, all using independent, tailor-made ontologies, in order to deduce the optimal path according to the user’s individual preferences; in case user preferences or structure of the environment change, the system re-calculates the navigation path. The authors present a complete knowledge-based solution that expands navigation systems with capabilities exploiting the Ambient Intelligence.

The last paper researches on a topic that we expect to gain in importance in the coming years. Van den Broek et al. explore the combination of speech and electrocardiogram (ECG) signals in order to deduce people’s experienced valence and arousal. The combination of these two signals has not been explored in the past, mainly because physiological measures are often obtrusive and, hence, disregarded for user-centered applications, while speech is very noise sensitive. So, the presented controlled study is one of the first showing that the combination of these two measures provides a reliable, robust, and unobtrusive method to determine a user’s emotional state.

The five papers collected in this thematic issue highlight different aspects of AI contribution to AmI systems, but adopt a common set of principles: disassociation of the representations maintained by the various system components and the environment, semantically rich modeling of properties, states, situations, plans and actions, pro-active system operation based on perception, planning and reasoning, holistic approach to system design and support for multi-user, multi-task applications. We expect these principles to guide the development of the new generation of AmI systems; this can only be possible with the contribution of AI.
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